GROOVE SERIES >> BERLIN DEEP TECH SESSIONS

Future Loops is proud to present Berlin Deep Tech
Sessions, an amazing collection of samples & loops that
brings you the best of the Berlin dance music scene and
a trendy fusion of Techno , Deep House and Deep Tech
sounds !
Berlin Deep Tech Sessions was specially forged for
House & Tech producers - with a sophisticated vibe and
flawless execution, there's room for big punchy drums
but also for deep and more melodic elements to shine
through your mixes !
With an incredible total of over 2000 samples Berlin
Deep Tech Sessions delivers pounding basslines, crispy
drums, melodious synths, underground progressions ,
warm chords , transitional fxs , vocals cuts & more ! All
designed & organized so you can easily mix contagious
dancefloor tracks !

KEEP MAKING GREAT MUSIC !

www.futureloops.com

GROOVE SERIES >> BERLIN DEEP TECH SESSIONS
With over 3GB of top grade content "Berlin Deep Tech Sessions" will definitely satisfy the cravings of even the most demanding of Techno & House producers ,
featuring:
Full Drum Loops
Fully assembled drum loops ready to set your tunes on fire!
Kick Loops
Individual Kick only loops for thick 4/4 layers ! Full Kick control !
Top Loops
No Kicks allowed ! Percussive and Rhythmic elements that serve as basis for entire new tracks or to completely enhance an existing one!
Full Music Loops
Pre-layered musical loops ready to easily incorporate into your mixes !
Bass Loops
Dark, Solid, Deep bass loops. Shall we say more?!
Synth Loops
Leads, Synths and Sequences that will instantly infect your tracks with a Berlin flavour !
Chords
Warm & Stabby Chords!
Vox FX
Inspirational processed vocals are the cherry on top of this Deep Tech cake!
Special FX
Impacts, White noise FX , Atmos, Reverses & more..!
Drum Hits
Pro collection of Drum One-Shots There are over 1300 drum hits of Deep Tech delight including Kicks , Claps , Hats , Percussion and more!
WAV & REX / 100% Royalty-Free
This sample pack offers all samples in WAV format and Loops are available as WAV & REX . All compatible with any major music production software , perfectly looped
and 100% royalty-free !
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